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Abstract—Recently, several abstraction refinement techniques
have been proposed to improve the verification precision for
deep neural networks (DNNs). However, these techniques
usually take many refinement steps to verify a property and
the refinement decision in each step is hard to interpret, thus
hindering their analysis, reasoning and optimization.
In this work, we propose SURGEON, a novel DNN verification
refinement approach that is both effective and interpretable,
allowing analyst to understand why and how each refine-
ment decision is made. The main insight is to leverage the
‘interpretable’ nature of debugging processes and formulate
the verification refinement problem as a debugging problem.
Given a failed verification procedure, SURGEON refines it in an
iterative manner and, in each iteration, it effectively identifies
the root cause of the failure and heuristically generates fixes
according to abstract transformers.
We have implemented SURGEON in a prototype and evaluated
it using a set of local robustness verification problems. Besides
the interpretability, the experimental results show our approach
can improve the precision of base verification methods and is
more effective than existing refinement techniques.

Keywords–neural network verification; abstraction refinement;
abstraction debugging

1. INTRODUCTION

With the exceptional performance of deep neural networks
(DNNs) in solving many challenging real world problems,
recent years have witnessed DNNs’ increasing integration into
a wide spectrum of applications, ranging from image recogni-
tion [1], [2], fraud detection [3], [4] to machine translation [5],
[6]. However, their adoption into safety critical systems, such
as self-driving cars [7], [8] and medical diagnosis [9], [10], is
still in the early stage, since most DNNs still lack correctness
guarantees.
In the last decade, DNNs’ security problem has received much
attention from academia. Besides conducting bug studies [11]
and developing testing techniques [12], researchers have also
proposed multiple formal verification approaches [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19] to certify the correctness of DNNs.
While complete methods are precise but can only handle tiny
neural networks, most of these efforts are incomplete methods,
which need to approximate DNNs’ behaviors and trade off
between analysis precision and scalability. Afterward, several
refinement techniques [20], [21], [22], [23] were proposed to
further enhance the verification precision. The basic idea is

Figure 1: A neural network with ReLU activation functions,
where the values on edges represent coefficients of weight
matrix W and the values beside each node are biases b.

to split one verification task into several sub-tasks and then
analyze each of them separately. These techniques differ in the
way how the split is performed (see Sect. 7). Here, we briefly
illustrate how the refinement works using the DNN (denoted
as N ) in Fig. 1. We take DeepZ [17], an abstraction-based
analysis approach, as the primary verifier and ReluVal [20], a
refinement technique that bisects input features according to
interval gradients, as the refinement method.
Suppose our task is to certify N is robust around an input
(0, 0) with perturbation range ϵ = 1. That is, N yields same
prediction for any input x ∈ [−1, 1]×[−1, 1]. Initially, we em-
ploy DeepZ to verify the property, but the final abstraction fails
to prove it. Then a refinement process is invoked, which is vi-
sualized in Fig. 2. In particular, after DeepZ fails to verify the
property, we bisect the input region with its second dimension,
and consequently obtain two sub-regions, i.e. [−1, 1]× [−1, 0]
and [−1, 1]× [0, 1]. Next, DeepZ is further employed to prove
the property for these two regions. It succeeds proving the
robustness property for the first region, but fails for the second
one. Afterwards, we perform the second refinement to bisect
the unverified region. This procedure continues, until all the
splitted regions get verified. As shown in Fig. 2, ReluVal takes
four refinement actions before proving the robustness property.
We remark that, despite the property being verified, the above
refinement procedure can be optimized indeed. If we split
the abstraction for neuron x1,0 at point 0, the two yielded
sub-tasks can be verified by DeepZ and thus the property is
proved. More importantly, it is the transformer which takes
the aforementioned abstraction as input that introduces unsafe
states into the analysis and thus splitting that abstraction makes
more sense. However, previous refinement techniques provide
almost no clue for identifying this ‘optimum’.
The entire refinement processes of existing techniques are
usually ineffective and difficult to interpret. That is, these
techniques may take many more refinement steps to verify
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Figure 2: Refinement through input feature bisection, guided
by interval gradients. The box Pre denotes the allowed
perturbation region (i.e. [−1, 1]×[−1, 1]), the shadowed boxes
denote the regions that can be directly verified by DeepZ,
and the null boxes denote regions to be verified. It takes 4
bisections before proving the robustness for Pre.

a property than needed, and it is challenging for humans to
interpret the refinement decision in each refinement step, i.e.
understanding or reasoning the cause and the consequence of
each refinement decision, which hinders the analysis, debug-
ging, optimization and generalization of these techniques.
In this work, we propose a verification refinement technique,
named SURGEON, that is both effective and interpretable.
The main insight is to leverage the ‘interpretable’ nature of
debugging processes and rephrase abstraction refinement for
DNN verification as a debugging problem. Below, we briefly
explain how SURGEON works.
Given a failed DNN verification procedure, SURGEON refines
it through an iterative debugging process. In each iteration,
it first attempts to locate the root cause of the failure, i.e.
the earliest transformer that introduces unsafe states into the
analysis. Precisely pinpointing that transformer is costly as
it requires exact reasoning about DNNs. Thus, SURGEON
employs optimization techniques to identify the likely root
cause in a cost-effective way (see Sec. 4-B).
Next, SURGEON locates the corresponding transformer for
fixing (see Sec. 4-C). It heuristically finds the top k impactful
dimensions in the input abstraction and append to the abstract
transformer fixing operators which refine an abstraction by
splitting. It should be noted that, heuristics themselves do not
render a procedure hard-to-interpret. Instead, good heuristics
can make an refinement action more effective and thus benefits
the whole refinement procedure.
One non-negligible problem of the above procedure is that
our root cause identification method is generally imprecise.
It may miss the real root cause transformer, in which case,
SURGEON would perform the refinement in the wrong place.
To mitigate this problem, we further make SURGEON config-
urable, allowing it to trade interpretability to certain degree
for the effectiveness. In particular, once identifying the likely
root cause transformer, SURGEON may choose an earlier
transformer as the fixing site.

We have realized SURGEON on top of DeepZ and evaluated it
using local robustness verification problems. The results show
SURGEON can improve the precision of DeepZ and is more
effective than existing refinement techniques.
In all, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We leverage the ‘interpretable’ nature of debugging pro-

cesses and rephrase the refinement problem for DNN veri-
fication as a debugging problem.

• We propose SURGEON, an automatic debugging technique
for refining DNN verification. Through leveraging adver-
sarial sampling methods and program fixing techniques,
SURGEON is both effective and interpretable.

• We have implemented SURGEON in a prototype and eval-
uated it thoroughly. The results confirm the precision im-
provement and effectiveness of our proposal.

Structure. The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Sect. 2 presents the backgrounds and briefs our approach.
Then, Sect. 3 formulates the problem, Sect. 4 details our
approach, and Sect. 5 shows the evaluation of our approach.
Sect. 6 addresses some concern related to this work. Finally,
Sect. 7 surveys related research and Sect. 8 concludes.

2. BACKGROUNDS AND APPROACH OVERVIEW

This section gives a brief introduction to the backgrounds and
presents an overview of our approach with an example.

2.1 Neural Networks
Neural networks are functions that are usually organized in a
layered structure. Mathematically, N = fn−1 ◦ fn−2 ◦ · · · ◦ f0
is a composite function where fi is either an affine function,
i.e. f(x) = Wx+b, or an activation function σ(x) that applies
in an element-wise manner. Regarding classification problems,
the outputs of DNNs can be converted into categorical num-
bers, representing the prediction labels. More formally, DNN
N classifies an input x to category c if c = argmax(N(x)). In
the rest of this paper, we also write Nr to denote fn−1◦· · ·◦fr
for simplicity.

Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a DNN that takes rectified linear
unit (ReLU ), i.e. ReLU(x) = max(0, x), as the activation
function. Given an input x0, the network first transforms it via
an affine function, i.e. x1 = (x0,0−2×x0,1+1, x0,0+x0,1−2),
after which a ReLU activation function is applied, i.e. x2 =
ReLU(x1). Then, x2 will be further transformed in a layer-
wised manner until the output layer.

Well-trained DNNs have achieved exceptional performances
on many problems, such as Go playing [24], [25], protein
folding [26], but recent studies [27], [28] show that they are
subject to security issues. For instance, they can be easily
fooled by adversarial examples: inputs that are similar to
natural inputs but classified incorrectly by DNNs.
To be resilient to adversarial attacks, a DNN must be (lo-
cally) robust, meaning it draws similar predictions for similar
inputs. Formally, we can specify an end-to-end correctness
property for DNNs as a triple, i.e. {Pre}N{Post}, where
Pre, Post are the precondition and the postcondition, and
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(a) A zonotope abstraction.
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(b) Typical ReLU
transformer.

Figure 3: DeepZ abstract domain and transformer.

the triple is valid if Pre holds, executing N establishes
Post. Thus, we write local robustness as {||x − x′||p ≤
ϵ}N{argmax(N(x)) = argmax(N(x′))}, where || · ||p
denotes the p-norm distance, x is a given input and ϵ is
the perturbation range. Due to the high complexity and non-
convexity nature in the DNN computation, formally checking
the robust property is a challenging problem.

2.2 Abstraction-based Verification

Most verification approaches analyze DNNs through approx-
imation and a line of these approaches is based on abstract
interpretation, a methodology that has been well studied in
program verification field. Formally, abstract interpretation
considers a tuple (A,C, α, γ, F, F#) where C and A denote
the concrete domain and abstract domain, (α, γ) are a Galois
connection that gives abstraction and concretization relations
between the two domains, F and F# are concrete transformers
and abstract transformers.
Given a triple {Pre}N{Post}, the analysis by abstract in-
terpretation yields an abstraction trace T = (a0, a1, · · · , an)
where a0 = α(Pre), ai = f#

i−1(ai−1) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
The whole trace establish an abstraction for the network,
while we say ai is an abstraction for layer i. If an ̸|= Post,
the verification fails and we call T a failed abstraction
trace. Otherwise, the verification succeeds and the triple is
proved correct. Next, we introduce DeepZ , a typical abstract
interpretation approach for DNN verification, which is the
main focus in this paper.

2.2.1 Abstract Domain

DeepZ is a neural network verification approach built on
zonotope abstractions. A zonotope in Rd space is defined as
a =

∑m
k=1 vk × gk + g0, where vk ∈ [−1, 1] are symbolic

variables, gk are constant vectors in Rd space. In Fig. 3a, we
show a zonotope abstraction in R2 space on the left.

2.2.2 Abstract Transformer

The zonotope abstraction can capture affine transformations
precisely, but over-approximation is required when applied to
ReLU transformations. Given a zonotope a and a dimension i,
DeepZ first checks whether ai ≥ 0 or ai < 0 holds. If yes, then
ReLU transformation degrades into an affine transformation.
Otherwise, DeepZ uses a parallelogram with the smallest area
to approximate the ReLU curve, as shown in Fig. 3b.
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Figure 4: The overall workflow of SURGEON.
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f#
2

<latexit sha1_base64="jHsWlQyXZKxKAFLnVwcLOtNA1Gs=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXN4kWwCncR1MIiYGMZwXxAcoa9zV6yZG/33N0TwpE/YWOhiK1/x85/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXphwpo3nfTsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efungsKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVjm6mfuuJKs2kuDfjhAYxHggWMYKNldrlqHf+0HXLvZLrVbwZ0DLxc+JCjnqv9NXtS5LGVBjCsdYd30tMkGFlGOF0UuymmiaYjPCAdiwVOKY6yGb3TtCpVfooksqWMGim/p7IcKz1OA5tZ4zNUC96U/E/r5Oa6CrImEhSQwWZL4pSjoxE0+dRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxERRuCv/jyMmlWK/5Fxb+rurXrPI4CHMMJnIEPl1CDW6hDAwhweIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QNudY7l</latexit>

f#
3

<latexit sha1_base64="MDeV8bE15ebUWxbALPS2qXaIH74=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXN4kWwCndB1MIiYGMZwXxAcoa9zV6yZG/33N0TwpE/YWOhiK1/x85/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXphwpo3nfTsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efungsKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVjm6mfuuJKs2kuDfjhAYxHggWMYKNldrlqHf+0HXLvZLrVbwZ0DLxc+JCjnqv9NXtS5LGVBjCsdYd30tMkGFlGOF0UuymmiaYjPCAdiwVOKY6yGb3TtCpVfooksqWMGim/p7IcKz1OA5tZ4zNUC96U/E/r5Oa6CrImEhSQwWZL4pSjoxE0+dRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxERRuCv/jyMmlWK/5Fxb+rurXrPI4CHMMJnIEPl1CDW6hDAwhweIZXeHMenRfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QNv/Y7m</latexit>

f#
4

<latexit sha1_base64="CTZksEeOUIdPP+Zj9IDm8rXD0VY=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFikSUxV3AAaGSiyMRaIfUhsqx3Vaq44TbAepivonWBhAiJW/w8a/wW0zQMuTTnp6705394JEcG0879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo5aOU0VZk8YiVp2AaCa4ZE3DjWCdRDESBYK1g/HNzG8/MaV5LO/NJGF+RIaSh5wSY6VOJezjh55b6Zddr+rNgVYJzokLORr98ldvENM0YtJQQbTuYi8xfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5vfO0VnVhmgMFa2pEFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmRiNHseDbhi1IiJJYQqbm9FdEQUocZGVLIh4OWXV0mrVsUXVXxXc+vXeRxFOIFTOAcMl1CHW2hAEygIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AFrZY7j</latexit>

f#
1

<latexit sha1_base64="JWGmdUl2cq/mIU8BwDozNjFZWWE=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFikSU5V0AAaGSiyMRaIfUhsqx3Vaq7YTbAepivonWBhAiJW/w8a/wW0zQMuTTnp6705398KEM20879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo5aOU0Vok8Q8Vp0Qa8qZpE3DDKedRFEsQk7b4fhm5refqNIslvdmktBA4KFkESPYWKlTifreQ8+t9MuuV/XmQKvEz4kLORr98ldvEJNUUGkIx1p3fS8xQYaVYYTTaamXappgMsZD2rVUYkF1kM3vnaIzqwxQFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmpJe9mfif101NdBVkTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+fRgClKDJ9Ygoli9lZERlhhYmxEJRuCv/zyKmnVqv5F1b+rufXrPI4inMApnIMPl1CHW2hAEwhweIZXeHMenRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AFp3Y7i</latexit>

f#
0<latexit sha1_base64="vJr1zST0zW/nOYEM9xFiSWw2p7c=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsKtbAgsbHExAMSuJC9ZQ827O1ddudMCOE32FhojK0/yM5/4wJXKPiSSV7em8nMvDCVwqDrfjuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80jJJphn3WSIT3Qmp4VIo7qNAyTup5jQOJW+H47u5337i2ohEPeIk5UFMh0pEglG0kl+lfbfaL1fcmrsAWSdeTiqQo9kvf/UGCctirpBJakzXc1MMplSjYJLPSr3M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE08WxM3JhlQGJEm1LIVmovyemNDZmEoe2M6Y4MqveXPzP62YY3QRTodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jkZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSate865q3kO90rjN4yjCGZzDJXhwDQ24hyb4wEDAM7zCm6OcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AZ8ejeI=</latexit>a0

<latexit sha1_base64="xqQviLkZScpAMNj8pQ9NduPiDso=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsKtbAgsbHExAMSuJC9ZQ427O1ddvdMCOE32FhojK0/yM5/4wJXKPiSSV7em8nMvDAVXBvX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pKWTTDH0WSIS1QmpRsEl+oYbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDf320+oNE/ko5mkGMR0KHnEGTVW8qu071X75Ypbcxcg68TLSQVyNPvlr94gYVmM0jBBte56bmqCKVWGM4GzUi/TmFI2pkPsWippjDqYLo6dkQurDEiUKFvSkIX6e2JKY60ncWg7Y2pGetWbi/953cxEN8GUyzQzKNlyUZQJYhIy/5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY/Mp2RC81ZfXSate865q3kO90rjN4yjCGZzDJXhwDQ24hyb4wIDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AaCjjeM=</latexit>a1
<latexit sha1_base64="WwTRGcQtGs/0HNVoKhlle+lhYic=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtylUAuLgI1lBC8JJEfY2+wlS/b2jt05IRz5DTYWitj6g+z8N24+Ck18MPB4b4aZeWEqhUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGWSTDPus0QmuhNSw6VQ3EeBkndSzWkcSt4Ox3czv/3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNoJb9K+/Vqv1xxa+4cZJ14S1KBJZr98ldvkLAs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WuplhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfHTsmFVQYkSrQthWSu/p7IaWzMJA5tZ0xxZFa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jkZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaPMp2RC81ZfXSate865q3kO90rhdxlGEMziHS/DgGhpwD03wgYGAZ3iFN0c5L86787FoLTjLmVP4A+fzB6IojeQ=</latexit>a2

<latexit sha1_base64="K1+Dr3rK6n+uYZLxAxcebx+aNlA=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtxFUAuLgI1lBC8GkiPMbfaSJXt7x+6eEEJ+g42FIrb+IDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeWEquDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUsnmaLMp4lIVDtEzQSXzDfcCNZOFcM4FOwxHN3O/McnpjRP5IMZpyyIcSB5xCkaK/lV7F1Ue+WKW3PnIKvEy0kFcjR75a9uP6FZzKShArXueG5qggkqw6lg01I30yxFOsIB61gqMWY6mMyPnZIzq/RJlChb0pC5+ntigrHW4zi0nTGaoV72ZuJ/Xicz0XUw4TLNDJN0sSjKBDEJmX1O+lwxasTYEqSK21sJHaJCamw+JRuCt/zyKmnVa95lzbuvVxo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqABd9AEHyhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP6OtjeU=</latexit>a3
<latexit sha1_base64="qOwSDZSQek7VZ8pEV6eJyUi798E=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtwFUQuLgI1lBC8GkiPMbfaSJXt7x+6eEEJ+g42FIrb+IDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeWEquDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUsnmaLMp4lIVDtEzQSXzDfcCNZOFcM4FOwxHN3O/McnpjRP5IMZpyyIcSB5xCkaK/lV7F1Ue+WKW3PnIKvEy0kFcjR75a9uP6FZzKShArXueG5qggkqw6lg01I30yxFOsIB61gqMWY6mMyPnZIzq/RJlChb0pC5+ntigrHW4zi0nTGaoV72ZuJ/Xicz0XUw4TLNDJN0sSjKBDEJmX1O+lwxasTYEqSK21sJHaJCamw+JRuCt/zyKmnVa95lzbuvVxo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqABd9AEHyhweIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP6UyjeY=</latexit>a4

<latexit sha1_base64="wNPKbDq2kYTM2m8x5yq68a+FuR8=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtwF/CgsAjaWEbwYSI4wt9lLluztHbt7Qgj5DTYWitj6g+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oWp4Nq47rdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHRy2dZIoynyYiUe0QNRNcMt9wI1g7VQzjULDHcHQ78x+fmNI8kQ9mnLIgxoHkEadorORXsXdR7ZUrbs2dg6wSLycVyNHslb+6/YRmMZOGCtS647mpCSaoDKeCTUvdTLMU6QgHrGOpxJjpYDI/dkrOrNInUaJsSUPm6u+JCcZaj+PQdsZohnrZm4n/eZ3MRNfBhMs0M0zSxaIoE8QkZPY56XPFqBFjS5Aqbm8ldIgKqbH5lGwI3vLLq6RVr3mXNe++Xmnc5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETfKDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gCmt43n</latexit>a5

Failure Diagnosis

<latexit sha1_base64="l3ZKRphYKeBGZnZiq3DwWtnYu0A=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi2CqUo6AANDJRbGItEPqY0qx3VaU8eObAepivofWBhAiJX/w8a/wWkzQMuTTnp6705394KYM21c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7aWiSK0RSSXqhtgTTkTtGWY4bQbK4qjgNNOMLnN/M4TVZpJ8WCmMfUjPBIsZAQbK7WreOCdVwfliltz50CrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/lCSJKLCEI617nlubPwUK8MIp7NSP9E0xmSCR7RnqcAR1X46v3aGzqwyRKFUtoRBc/X3RIojradRYDsjbMZ62cvE/7xeYsJrP2UiTgwVZLEoTDgyEmWvoyFTlBg+tQQTxeytiIyxwsTYgEo2BG/55VXSrte8y5p3X680bvI4inACp3ABHlxBA+6gCS0g8AjP8ApvjnRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHAfaOFA==</latexit>

a0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="TFjgrm4KR8gXHfVkQo/LSPhoWXg=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIxisyB2FWliQ2FhiIh8JXMjcsgcb9vYuu3smhPAjbCw0xtbfY+e/cYErFHzJJC/vzWRmXpAIro3rfju5jc2t7Z38bmFv/+DwqHh80tJxqihr0ljEqhOgZoJL1jTcCNZJFMMoEKwdjO/mfvuJKc1j+WgmCfMjHEoecorGSu0y9r1KpdwvltyquwBZJ15GSpCh0S9+9QYxTSMmDRWodddzE+NPURlOBZsVeqlmCdIxDlnXUokR0/50ce6MXFhlQMJY2ZKGLNTfE1OMtJ5Ege2M0Iz0qjcX//O6qQlv/CmXSWqYpMtFYSqIicn8dzLgilEjJpYgVdzeSugIFVJjEyrYELzVl9dJq1b1rqreQ61Uv83iyMMZnMMleHANdbiHBjSBwhie4RXenMR5cd6dj2VrzslmTuEPnM8fY2OORQ==</latexit>

a00
1

ZeroSplit(0)

Verified

Verified

<latexit sha1_base64="OvVI/OWePeuHvr4zFca9xxUzZxo=">AAAB7XicbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi2CqUoyAANDJRbGItEPqY0qx3VaU8eObAepivofWBhAiJX/w8a/wW0zQMuTTnp6705398KEM21c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo5aWqSK0SSSXqhNiTTkTtGmY4bSTKIrjkNN2OL6d+e0nqjST4sFMEhrEeChYxAg2VmpVcd8/r/bLFbfmzoFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvYEkaUyFIRxr3fXcxAQZVoYRTqelXqppgskYD2nXUoFjqoNsfu0UnVllgCKpbAmD5urviQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0sjcT//O6qYmug4yJJDVUkMWiKOXISDR7HQ2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGBlSyIXjLL6+Sll/zLmvevV+p3+RxFOEETuECPLiCOtxBA5pA4BGe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPA3yOFQ==</latexit>

a0
2

<latexit sha1_base64="LHQs62XC34f+DPluOKTDZ/q9Kq4=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIxisyB2FWliQ2FhiIh8JXMjcssCGvb3L7p4JufAjbCw0xtbfY+e/cYErFHzJJC/vzWRmXhALro3rfju5jc2t7Z38bmFv/+DwqHh80tJRoihr0khEqhOgZoJL1jTcCNaJFcMwEKwdTO7mfvuJKc0j+WimMfNDHEk+5BSNldpl7NcqlXK/WHKr7gJknXgZKUGGRr/41RtENAmZNFSg1l3PjY2fojKcCjYr9BLNYqQTHLGupRJDpv10ce6MXFhlQIaRsiUNWai/J1IMtZ6Gge0M0Yz1qjcX//O6iRne+CmXcWKYpMtFw0QQE5H572TAFaNGTC1Bqri9ldAxKqTGJlSwIXirL6+TVq3qXVW9h1qpfpvFkYczOIdL8OAa6nAPDWgChQk8wyu8ObHz4rw7H8vWnJPNnMIfOJ8/ZOqORg==</latexit>

a00
2

<latexit sha1_base64="tQJ80vW1gNnevcqWLWI3HfhmHX0=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIxisyB0mamFBYmOJiQgJXMjeMgcb9vYuu3smhPAjbCw0xtbfY+e/cYErFHzJJC/vzWRmXpAIro3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh49KjjVDFssljEqh1QjYJLbBpuBLYThTQKBLaC0e3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqVWmvYtKpdwrltyqOwdZJV5GSpCh0St+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfu6UnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ76TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm1DBhuAtv7xKHmtV77Lq3ddK9ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATGIzgGV7hzUmcF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8AWZxjkc=</latexit>

a00
3

<latexit sha1_base64="xLeh69lOPVeh6FjgmNeIVjT+75c=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIxisyB0xamFBYmOJiQgJXMjeMgcb9vYuu3smhPAjbCw0xtbfY+e/cYErFHzJJC/vzWRmXpAIro3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh49KjjVDFssljEqh1QjYJLbBpuBLYThTQKBLaC0e3Mbz2h0jyWD2acoB/RgeQhZ9RYqVWmvYtKpdwrltyqOwdZJV5GSpCh0St+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfu6UnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ76TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm1DBhuAtv7xKHmtV77Lq3ddK9ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATGIzgGV7hzUmcF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8AWf4jkg=</latexit>

a00
4

<latexit sha1_base64="nmlFVzRZS9yH5KoYiCD+jILWjNE=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIxisyB2JH4UFiY0lJiIkcCF7yxxs2Nu77O6ZEMKPsLHQGFt/j53/xgWuUPAlk7y8N5OZeUEiuDau++3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+Lh0aOOU8WwyWIRq3ZANQousWm4EdhOFNIoENgKRrczv/WESvNYPphxgn5EB5KHnFFjpVaZ9i4qlXKvWHKr7hxklXgZKUGGRq/41e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTYw/ocpwJnBa6KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPuT+blTcmaVPgljZUsaMld/T0xopPU4CmxnRM1QL3sz8T+vk5rw2p9wmaQGJVssClNBTExmv5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbEIFG4K3/PIqeaxVvcuqd18r1W+yOPJwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAFNYDCCZ3iFNydxXpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB2l/jkk=</latexit>

a00
5

<latexit sha1_base64="xWEHCi8vc9cuAWJBwSPW0ekqh4A=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPRKtwFohYWARvLCOYDkiPsbfaSNXu7x+6eEI78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo5aWiSK0SSSXqhNgTTkTtGmY4bQTK4qjgNN2ML6d+e0nqjST4sFMYupHeChYyAg2VmqVcb92Xu4XS27FnQOtEi8jJcjQ6Be/egNJkogKQzjWuuu5sfFTrAwjnE4LvUTTGJMxHtKupQJHVPvp/NopOrPKAIVS2RIGzdXfEymOtJ5Ege2MsBnpZW8m/ud1ExNe+ykTcWKoIItFYcKRkWj2OhowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahgQ/CWX14lrWrFu6x499VS/SaLIw8ncAoX4MEV1OEOGtAEAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatOSebOYY/cD5/AAgOjhg=</latexit>

a0
5

<latexit sha1_base64="U7fSNs4dHPTqgk4+GV+29ythygg=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPRKtyFoBYWARvLCOYDkiPsbfaSNXu7x+6eEI78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo5aWiSK0SSSXqhNgTTkTtGmY4bQTK4qjgNN2ML6d+e0nqjST4sFMYupHeChYyAg2VmqVcb92Xu4XS27FnQOtEi8jJcjQ6Be/egNJkogKQzjWuuu5sfFTrAwjnE4LvUTTGJMxHtKupQJHVPvp/NopOrPKAIVS2RIGzdXfEymOtJ5Ege2MsBnpZW8m/ud1ExNe+ykTcWKoIItFYcKRkWj2OhowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahgQ/CWX14lrWrFu6x499VS/SaLIw8ncAoX4MEV1OEOGtAEAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatOSebOYY/cD5/AAaIjhc=</latexit>

a0
4

<latexit sha1_base64="KIxWpqRd2OB5m4SNx/+d5KoCHtY=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPRKtwloBYWARvLCOYDkiPsbfaSNXu7x+6eEI78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84KYM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo5aWiSK0SSSXqhNgTTkTtGmY4bQTK4qjgNN2ML6d+e0nqjST4sFMYupHeChYyAg2VmqVcb92Xu4XS27FnQOtEi8jJcjQ6Be/egNJkogKQzjWuuu5sfFTrAwjnE4LvUTTGJMxHtKupQJHVPvp/NopOrPKAIVS2RIGzdXfEymOtJ5Ege2MsBnpZW8m/ud1ExNe+ykTcWKoIItFYcKRkWj2OhowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahgQ/CWX14lrWrFu6x499VS/SaLIw8ncAoX4MEV1OEOGtAEAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatOSebOYY/cD5/AAUCjhY=</latexit>

a0
3

<latexit sha1_base64="V+Yr+rqiSfsiqKamuFod9nO0hks=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFikSU5V0AAaGSiyMRaIfUhsqx3Vaq7YTbAepivonWBhAiJW/w8a/wW0zQMuTTnp6705398KEM20879sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo5aOU0Vok8Q8Vp0Qa8qZpE3DDKedRFEsQk7b4fhm5refqNIslvdmktBA4KFkESPYWKlTifq1h55b6Zddr+rNgVaJnxMXcjT65a/eICapoNIQjrXu+l5iggwrwwin01Iv1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJvfO0VnVhmgKFa2pEFz9fdEhoXWExHaToHNSC97M/E/r5ua6CrImExSQyVZLIpSjkyMZs+jAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2IjLDCxNiISjYEf/nlVdKqVf2Lqn9Xc+vXeRxFOIFTOAcfLqEOt9CAJhDg8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QNs7Y7k</latexit>
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Figure 5: An illustrative refinement procedure via SURGEON.

Example 2. We take DeepZ to analyze the example verifica-
tion task in Sect. 1. We first apply the abstraction function α
on the input range and get the initial abstraction

a0 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
×

[
v1, v2

]T
.

Then we apply affine# transformer on a0 and obtain

a1 =

[
1 −2
1 1

]
× a0 +

[
1
−2

]
=

[
1 −2
1 1

]
×

[
v1, v2

]T
+

[
1
−2

]
,

and the two dimensions can take values in range [−2, 4] ×
[−4, 0]. Next, we apply ReLU# transformer and obtain1

a2 =

[
0.667 −1.333 0.667
0 0 0

]
×

[
v1, v2, v3

]T
+

[
1.333
0

]
.

By continuing this process, finally we have

a5 =

[
0.625 −1.25 0.625 0 1.256
−1.25 2.5 −1.25 0 −0.313

]
×
[
v1,··· ,5

]T
+

[
0.344
−5.688

]
.

Local robustness property requires x5,0 > x5,1 to be hold for
any concrete execution. But we cannot establish a5,0 > a5,1
here and thus DeepZ fails to prove the property.

2.3 Abstraction Refinement

Due to the over-approximation, abstraction-based approaches
suffer from false negative issues, i.e. they may fail to prove
properties that otherwise hold. For instance, DeepZ fails to

1We round off all coefficients to the nearest thousandth for simplicity.



prove the robustness property which indeed hold. To resolve
the issue, the abstractions must be refined so as to eliminate
unsafe states from the analysis.
Recently, multiple techniques [20], [21], [22], [23] have been
proposed to refine DNN verification. The idea is to split an
abstraction into multiple small sub-abstractions and analyze
each of them separately. The original property is verified if it is
verified on all the sub-abstractions. While boosting the analysis
precision, these techniques are usually ineffective and hard to
interpret, i.e. they take more refinement iterations than needed
to successfully verify a property and it is very challenging for
humans to understand each refinement decision, not to say to
analyze, modify or even improve these techniques.

2.3.1 Overview of SURGEON

In this work, we propose SURGEON, an effective and inter-
pretable refinement approach for DNN verification. The core
insight is to leverage the ‘interpretable’ nature of debugging
processes and rephrase the verification refinement problem of
DNNs as a debugging problem. Now, we brief how SURGEON
works. As shown in Fig. 4, once an abstraction-based method
fails to prove a property, SURGEON starts to refine the ab-
straction through debugging the failed abstraction trace in an
iterative manner. For each iteration, it first attempts to identify
the root cause via locating the likely critical abstraction, and
then selects the right abstract transformer for fixing. Below, we
take the failed verification procedure in Example 2 to briefly
illustrate our approach.

Example 3. Fig. 5 visualizes the entire abstraction refinement
procedure by our approach. Initially, after DeepZ fails to prove
the property, we collect a failed verification trace as shown on
the top of the figure. Next, our approach attempts to identify the
root cause transformer of this failure. Through validation, it
finds out abstraction a1 is safe while abstraction a2 is unsafe,
indicting it is the transformer f#

1 that introduces unsafe states
into the analysis. Therefore, our approach starts to fix f#

1 .
The fixing process works by inserting a split operation before
the original transformation. That is, before applying f#

1 , our
approach first performs a split operation on a1, so that the
over-approximation introduced by f#

1 can be eliminated. With
some heuristics, it chooses to split a1 on its first dimension
at point 0, and consequently yields two sub-abstractions, i.e.
a′1 and a′′1 , respectively. Then we construct two sub-problems,
i.e. {a′1}N1{Post} and {a′′1}N1{Post}, for verification. Next,
DeepZ is further employed and finally both problems get
verified. Therefore, the original problem gets verified and
SURGEON reports ‘VERIFIED’ as the result.

3. TECHNICAL FORMULATION

This part revisits program debugging and formulates the verifi-
cation refinement problem for DNNs as a debugging problem.

3.1 Program Debugging

Program debugging is an important and large topic that has
been well-studied by the industrial and research community.

This part focuses on the ‘interpretable’ 2 nature of debugging.

3.1.1 The ‘Interpretable’ Nature
Program debugging is usually an iterative process and each
iteration consists two sub-procedures: failure diagnosis, aim-
ing at locating root causes of the failure, and fix generation,
aiming at generating fixing action for the failure.
Debugging is essentially reasoning about the causality over
the program and good debugging practice usually generates
effective and interpretable fixes. To see this, let us recall how
developers debug program in practice. To debug a program,
developers usually need to inspect, execute, trace or profile the
target program either manually or in a tool-aided way. Accord-
ing to their witness, developers will guess the root cause of the
failure and validate the guess afterward. Next, they can start to
create fixes for the program with their expertise; if the patch
can not fix the failure completely, they need to start a new
round to tackle the ‘remaining’ failure. Such process continues
until the failure is totally resolved. Finally, they would submit
the fixes (as a pull request) and the industrial practice usually
launch a reviewing process, aiming at evaluating the fix in term
of effectiveness and interpretability. Developers will need to
refine or refactor their fixes if the fixes do not meet the merge
criteria. Apparently, the whole debugging procedure greatly
involves humans’ reasoning efforts and is trustworthy only if
developers have made proper decisions at each step of the
process. In particular, the reviewing process often requires
developers to further explain the root cause of the failure
and why their fix can address the failure. A fix without good
interpretability can be hardly accepted.
The root cause plays a crucial role in program debugging.
Whether we can identify the root cause of the failure matters
to the effectiveness and the interpretability of a debugging
procedure. Without identifying the root cause, a fix decision
is either blinded trials or heuristics-guided, which is (1)
ineffective, providing no guarantee in mitigating or resolving
the program failure, and (2) hard-to-interpret, hindering others
from understanding why and how the fix is performed.

3.1.2 Dependency Graph
To formally discuss program debugging, we can model a
program as a dependency graph as below.

Definition 1 (Program Dependency Graph). A program S
with a desired property ϕ is a dependency graph G =
(S, F,E, entry, error), where S is a set of nodes representing
program states, F is a set of nodes representing program
statements3, E ⊆ (F ∪ S) × S is a set of directed edges
that represent the dependency relation between each node,
entry ∈ S and error ∈ S denote the entry state and the
error state, respectively.

2Interpretability has been explored in various contexts, but a formal and
universally accepted definition remains elusive. A prevalent, albeit informal,
definition posits: Interpretability is the extent to which a human can compre-
hend the rationale behind a decision. [29].

3In this work, we model each program statement as one graph node. In
general, we may use one node to represent a sequence of program statements,
a.k.a. code blocks or code snippets.
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Figure 6: The dependency graph for a straight-line program.
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Figure 7: The dependency graph for an abstraction analysis.

The dependency graph provides a way to visualize the depen-
dency relation among program states and program statements,
allowing us to reason about how program states evolves over
the execution of each program statement, which is very useful
for program debugging, as it can ease us to clearly identify
problematic statements that contributes to the program failure.
For example, in the most simple case where P is a straight-
line program, i.e. P := f0; f1; f2; · · · ; fn−1, we can model P
as a dependency graph shown in Fig. 6. Assume node s1 is
correct. If we observe there is one concrete execution starting
from a state in s2 finally reaching error and all the states in
s1 can not lead to error, then we know it is statement f1 that
is problematic.
Program debugging is exactly the process to figure out which
program states contains error state and how the error comes
into the system. A good fix generated by debugging processes
can cue the dependency graph to resolve the failure.

3.2 Abstraction Debugging

Now, we formulate verification refinement problem for DNNs
as a debugging problem. Our witness is that DNN verification
procedure can be viewed as a program, which is the sequence
of applied abstract transformers during DNN verification.
Specifically, given a triple {Pre}N{Post}, when an abstract
interpretation approach fails to prove it, a straight-line program
P := α; f#

0 ; · · · ; f#
n−1 can be automatically constructed.

Therefore, we can reduce an abstraction refinement problem to
a debugging problem, which we call ‘abstraction debugging’.
Similar with program debugging, we model S as a depen-
dency graph G = (S, F,E, entry, error), where S is a
set of abstractions appeared in the failed verification trace
T , F is the a set of abstract transformers defined by the
abstract interpretation framework, E ⊆ (F ∪ S) × S denotes
the dependency relations, entry and error denote Pre and
¬Post, respectively. One typical dependency graph is shown
in Figure 7.
Once having a dependency graph representing the failed verifi-
cation procedure, next we want to identify the root cause of the
verification failure. Note that, several abstract transformer may
contribute to the verification failure collectively, and therefore

fixing any of them cannot fully rescue the verification. Under
this condition, a practical and effective strategy is to start the
fixing from the earliest transformer that introduce unsafe states
into the analysis. Thus, we take that transformer as the root
cause of the failure. We formally define the root cause below.

Definition 2 (Unsafe Abstraction). Let {Pre}N{Post} be
the triple to verify and T = (a0, a1, · · · , an) be a failed
abstraction trace. ai is unsafe if there exists xi ∈ γ(ai) such
that Ni(xi) ̸|= Post.

Intuitively, an abstraction is unsafe as its concretization con-
tains some data points that can lead to the target property
violation. Note that, Pre here can be the input constraint for
any layer. For example, during the abstraction refinement, we
may be interested in a partial DNN such as N2, then Pre
should be a2

4. Apparently, unsafe abstractions must be refined
before the target property can be verified. More precisely,
given a failed abstraction trace, we would like to identify the
‘critical abstraction’, an unsafe abstraction that indicts the root
cause of the failure.

Definition 3 (Critical Abstraction). Let {Pre}N{Post} be
the problem to verify and T = (a0, a1, · · · , an) be a failed
abstraction trace. ac is the critical abstraction if and only if:
(1) for all 0 ≤ i < c, we have ai is safe;
(2) for all c ≤ i ≤ n, we have ai is unsafe.

With above, we define the root cause transformer of the
verification failure now.

Definition 4 (Root Cause Transformer). Let {Pre}N{Post}
be the problem to verify, T = (a0, a1, · · · , an) be a failed
abstraction trace, ac be the critical abstraction. We say f#

c−1

is the root cause transformer of the failure.

Here, we take f#
c−1 as the root cause of the failure, because

it is the earliest abstract transformer that introduces unsafe
states into the analysis. Moreover, f#

c−1 should be the first
transformer to fix. Otherwise, if we fix latter transformers, the
fix can not be effective; if we fix earlier transformers, the fix
can be hard-to-interpret.
Up to now, we have formulated the abstraction refinement
problem for DNN verification. In particular, we have reduced
abstraction refinement to an abstraction debugging problem,
and reduced the root cause identification to the problem of
locating the critical abstraction. In the next section, we present
our approach to abstraction debugging.

4. AUTOMATIC ABSTRACTION DEBUGGING

Inspired by some techniques used in program debugging, we
devise an automatic abstraction debugging approach to refine
DNN verification. This section presents the detail.

4.1 Overall Algorithm
The overall algorithm of our approach is shown in Algo. 1.
It takes a verification problem, i.e. {ai}Ni{Post}, and a

4If we consider a numerical abstraction a as a floating point constraint, then
set {x|x ∈ a} and set {x|x ∈ γ(a)}, where x is a floating point number,
are equivalent. Therefore,we use γ(a) and a interchangeably in this paper.



Algorithm 1: Abstraction Debugging Algorithm
Inputs : problem P = {ai}Ni{Post}, failed verification

trace T = (ai, · · · , an).
Output: a set of sub-problems Pset.

1 begin, end← i, n
2 while begin < end do
3 mid← (begin+ end+ 1)/2

// check whether amid is safe or not.
4 safe← AbstractValidate(amid, Nmid, Post)
5 if safe then
6 begin← mid+ 1
7 else
8 end← mid

9 c̃← mid
// now ac̃ is the likely critical abstraction.

10 t, aset← AbstractFix (P, T, c̃)
// construct new problems from resulting abstractions.

11 Pset← [ ]
12 foreach abstraction a in aset do
13 Pset.append({a}Nt{Post})
14 return Pset

failed abstraction trace T as input, and outputs several sub-
problems to further verify. Note that, when this procedure
is invoked for the first time, i.e., i is equal to 0, we have
ai = α(Pre), Ni = N . The main procedure works as follows.
First, it locates the likely critical abstraction through a binary
search, implemented by the loop from Line 2 to Line 8. During
each step of the search, it invokes procedure AbstractValidate
to check the safety of an abstraction. Once the likely critical
abstraction ac̃ is identified, procedure AbstractFix is adopted
to decide the right transformer to fix and perform the actual
split. Finally, the resulting sub-abstractions are encoded into
verification problems and the control returns to the original
verification process. Note that, although our approach is quite
general, some operations might need to be tuned for specific
abstract interpretation approach. In the following, we take
DeepZ for example to present how abstraction validation and
abstraction fixing are performed in our approach.

4.2 Abstraction Validation

In principle, deciding whether an abstraction is safe requires
precisely reasoning about (partial) DNNs, which is of great
challenge. Thus, instead of seeking for perfect methods for
abstraction validation, our goal here is to perform the valida-
tion in a cheap yet effective way.
The basic idea is to sample data points within the region
specified by the abstraction, i.e. γ(a), and check whether any
of them leads to property violation. Note that trivial sampling
based on the value range is ineffective since i) an abstraction
usually specifies a geometrically complicated region where
different dimensions may have some dependency; and ii) a
large number of valid samples is needed in order to build the

Algorithm 2: Abstraction Validation Algorithm
Inputs : ai, partial DNN Ni, Post.
Configs: optimization parameters: u1, u2, step size
Output: True, if ai is very likely a safe abstraction;

False, if ai is an unsafe abstraction.
1 Let Gen be the generation function of ai
2 while less than u1 iterations do
3 Sample valid v∗ within the value range of v
4 while less than u2 iterations do
5 xi ← Gen(v∗)
6 if Ni(xi) ̸|= Post then

// counterexample found.
7 if i = 0 then

// counterexample exists at input layer.
8 report ‘Failed’ with xi and exit
9 return False

10 grad← ∂Loss(xi,Ni,Post)
∂xi

◦ ∂Gen
∂v (v∗)

// update the value of v∗ and do the projection.
11 v∗ ← v∗ − step size× sgn(grad)
12 Clip v∗ to fit the value range for v

13 return True

confidence for an abstraction. Therefore, we decide to sample
data points as follows.
First, our method samples seed data points within the abstrac-
tion. Our observation is, elements in widely-used numerical
abstract domains (powersets are not considered here) can often
be represented using generation functions over some meta-
variables. For example, in the zonotope abstract domain, we
can define a function as Gen(v) =

∑m
k=1 vk× gk+ g0, where

vk are the meta-variables (the so-called symbolic variables in
the literature). In this case, any data point x ∈ γ(a) can be
reached through Gen(v∗) where v∗ is a concrete valuation of
v. Since meta-variables are usually constrained within a high
dimensional box that is much more regular than the resulting
abstraction, we can get valid x in two steps: first sample valid
data point v∗, and then compute x through Gen.
Then, our method searches for counterexamples through push-
ing seed data points towards the unsafe zone. Inspired by
adversarial generation techniques [30], we formulate an op-
timisation problem and leverage the gradient information to
search the points. The idea is to devise a loss function to
measure how far the current sample is to violate the target
property, and drive the current sample towards the unsafe zone
through decreasing the loss value.
We show the detail in Algo. 2. The loop from line 2 to line 12
allows us to search from multiple random seeds until a timeout
occurs. At line 3, we generate a random seed v∗ and compute
the data point xi through function Gen. The loop from line 4
to line 12 then navigates through the space of xi iteratively.
Here we adopt the projected gradient descent (PGD) [31], a
standard method for large-scale constrained optimization, to
optimize the loss function. At line 6 we check whether xi



leads to property violation. If yes, then ai must be unsafe and
we further check whether ai is the abstraction for the input
layer. Otherwise, we follow the gradient to search through the
space, i.e. we modify xi according to a loss function at line 11.
Before closing this part, we present how the loss function is
constructed. For the local robustness analysis, a simple loss
function can be defined as:

Loss(xi, Ni, Post) = Ni(xi)k −max
j ̸=k

(Ni(xi)j)

where k is the desired class specified by Post. Apparently,
decreasing the value of the loss function navigates the input xi

towards the property-violating zone (i.e. unsafe zone). Once
a negative loss value is reached, the optimization procedure
identifies a counterexample for the original problem. It should
be noted such methods are usually incomplete; it may fail to
find out counterexamples which indeed exist.

4.3 Abstraction Fixing
The primary means of the abstraction fixing in this work is

through splitting. Although it is not hard to split an abstraction,
choosing which abstraction to split and how to split it is critical
to the effectiveness of our fixing procedure.
As we know, the affine# transformer in DeepZ is exact, while
the ReLU# transformer can be inexact. A ReLU# trans-
formation over-approximates the behavior of ReLU function
when any dimension of its input abstraction’s value range
spans across zero, and thus it can introduce unsafe states
into the analysis. Under this condition, the abstraction must
be refinement in order to eliminate the unsafe states. While
performing a complex cross-dimensional split is possible and
can be more effective, SURGEON takes one simple yet easy-
to-interpret choice, splitting the input abstraction on that di-
mension at point 0. More formally, if we use zeroSplit(d0)(a)
to denote the action that splits abstraction a on the dimension
d0 at 0, then we can a fixing operator for DeepZ as follows

δ(ReLU#) = ReLU# ◦ zeroSplit(d0)

where d0 is any dimension on which the input abstraction’s
value range spans across 0.
Sometimes splitting an abstraction once cannot eliminate all
the unsafe states introduced by the ReLU# transformer, and
thus we need split an abstraction multiple times (on different
dimensions). For this reason, we further define

zeroSplit(d0, · · · , di) = zeroSplit(di)◦zeroSplit(d0, · · · , di−1)

where p > 0 and d0, · · · , dp are distinct dimensions of the
input abstraction. So we have a series of fixing operators

δ(ReLU#◦zeroSplit(d0, · · · , di−1)) = ReLU#◦zeroSplit(d0, · · · , di).
At this point, we are ready to establish the fixing operator set
used in SURGEON:

∆ = {δ(ReLU#), δ(ReLU# ◦ zeroSplit(d0)
δ(ReLU# ◦ zeroSplit(d′0, d′1),
· · ·
δ(ReLU# ◦ zeroSplit(d′′′0 , · · · , d′′′i )}.

where p > 0, {d0} ⊂ {0, 1, · · · , n− 1},
{d′0, d′1} ⊂ {0, 1, · · · , n− 1},
{d′′′0 , · · · , d′′′i } ⊂ {0, 1, · · · , n− 1},

Algorithm 3: Abstraction Fixing Algorithm
Inputs : problem P = {ai}Ni{Post}, failed trace T ,

index of the likely critical abstraction c̃.
Configs: maximum number of splits per fix k.
Output: fixing layer r̃, abstractions aset.
// locate the likely root cause transformer f#

r according to c̃.
1 r̃ ← c̃− 1
2 dims← DimensionFilter(ar̃)

// find top k dimensions with largest influences, and split.
3 kdims← InfluenceRank(ar̃, dims, k)
4 if kims is empty then
5 report ‘UNKNOWN’ and exit
6 aset← zeroSplit(kdims)(ar̃)
7 return r̃, aset

Based on the above discussion, now let us introduce the
abstraction fixing algorithm in our approach, as shown in
Algo. 3. Given c̃ is the index of likely critical abstraction, it
calculates the likely root cause transformer fr̃ and then filters
out some dimensions of ar̃ (i.e. input abstraction to f#

r̃ ) where
no over-approximation is introduced. Function InfluenceRank
is employed to rank the left dimensions in which the top k
are selected for splitting. Finally, after zeroSplit perform the
actual splitting on ar̃, the algorithm returns.
Lastly, we discuss how InfluenceAnalysis works. Its goal is
to rank different dimensions of an abstraction based on their
impacts on the output layer of the DNN. SURGEON borrows
the idea from ReluVal [20] and uses the interval gradient as
an indicator of the impacts, where a larger interval gradient
value suggests that dimension of the abstraction has a greater
influence towards changing the output, and thus splitting on it
would improve the overall analysis precision more effectively.

4.4 Remedy to Imperfect Validation

Up to here, we have presented core techniques for automatic
abstraction debugging. It should be noted that the effectiveness
of our approach can be threatened by the imperfectness of
our abstraction validating procedure. Specifically, SURGEON
validates an abstraction through optimization methods, which
are cost-effective yet incomplete, i.e. it may report an unsafe
abstraction safe, in which case, SURGEON fails to identify
the actual root causes. Worse still, the failure cannot be fully
resolved with the later refinement decisions.
To mitigate this problem, we make SURGEON configurable,
allowing it to recover from diagnosis failure to certain degrees.
In specific, once identified the likely root cause, SURGEON
may refine the domain based on some earlier abstraction,
considering the abstraction validating procedure may fail to
detect the actual root causes. We should note this remedy could
decrease the interpretability of our approach, as it may perform
refinement action based on safe abstractions.



5. EVALUATION

To evaluate our proposal, we have conducted an extensive set
of experiments to answer the following research questions.

RQ1: Can SURGEON improve the verification precision of DeepZ?
RQ2: How does SURGEON perform against abstraction refinement

techniques in analysis precision?
RQ3: Is SURGEON more effective than refinement techniques?
RQ4: Does SURGEON scale to large DNNs?
RQ5: Does the remedy help improve the analysis precision?

5.1 Implementation

As a proof-of-concept demonstration, we have implemented
SURGEON in a prototype tool based on DeepZ. The main
procedure is written in Python and it leverages ELINA li-
brary [32], [33] to perform the underlying abstraction analysis.
Noted that some modification to ELINA is needed in order to
support partitioning operation on numerical domain elements.

5.2 Experimental Setup

a) DNN Models.
We have trained 16 fully connected DNN models on the
MNIST dataset [34] , which consists of 60000 grayscale
images of handwritten digits (0 ∼ 9), each with 28 × 28
pixels. The DNNs have sizes {3, 5, 7, 9} × {5, 10, 50, 100}
where N × M means there are N hidden layers and each
layer has M neurons. We show more detail in Table I, where
the data under ‘overall’ columns denote the overall precision
over the testing dataset, and the data under ‘first100’ columns
denote how many inputs among the first 100 inputs from the
training dataset are correctly classified by the DNN.

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100

overall first100 overall first100 overall first100 overall first100
N=3 0.8304 90 0.9359 96 0.9708 99 0.9759 98
N=5 0.8675 87 0.9247 91 0.9709 99 0.9747 100
N=7 0.7777 79 0.9333 99 0.9703 99 0.9765 99
N=9 0.7351 74 0.915 92 0.9694 99 0.9788 100

Table I: DNN models used in our evaluation.

b) Robustness Properties.
As [18], we took the first 100 inputs from the MNIST training
dataset for L∞-norm [28] distance based robustness analysis.
Unlike previous literature [17], [18] where the perturbation
ϵ is fixed, i.e. ϵ ∈ {0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03}, we
examine the exact verifiable robustness (denoted as EVR in
the following) for each method with respect to each DNN and
each input during the evaluation. That is, we gradually increase
the perturbation ϵ from 0.001 up to 1.0 with step size 0.001,
and record the largest perturbation ϵ value that can be verified
by the corresponding verification method as its EVR. With this
fine-grained adjustment, the capacity of each method can be
precisely assessed and fairly compared.
c) Experimental Configuration.
All experiments are performed on a Ubuntu 16.04 machine
with a 1-core CPU and a 8GB memory. By default we take
2 minutes as timeout and 256 as the maximum number of
fixes for each verification problem. We set the optimization

parameters as u1 = 8, u2 = 400, step size = 0.005, and the
maximum number of splits per fix as k = 1.

5.3 Precision Improvement over DeepZ (RQ1)

The primary goal of our approach is to improve the ver-
ification precision of existing approaches, and this research
question aims at access this goal empirically. In particular, we
would like to examine the EVR for each input and each model,
and compare whether the EVR of SURGEON outperform the
baseline, i.e. the EVR of DeepZ. Note that, we should exclude
the inputs that are mis-classified by a given DNN.
The result is shown in Table IIa. In the table, N and M denote
the DNN structure, the data in the columns titled ‘#’ show the
number of inputs that are correctly classified by a specific
DNN, and the data under in the columns titled ‘↗’ show the
number of inputs whose EVR get improved by SURGEON. We
can see from the table that, SURGEON can indeed improve the
verification precision of DeepZ, and the ratio of the improved
inputs can be up to 72% (i.e. network 5× 10).

5.4 Precision v.s. Other Refinement Techniques (RQ2)

This research question focuses on the precision comparison
between our approach and existing refinement techniques.
Specifically, we consider DeepZ with two refinement tech-
niques based on input feature bisection, wherein one chooses
input features randomly, denoted as DeepZr, and the other
chooses them based on interval gradients, denoted as DeepZg .
We ran SURGEON, DeepZr and DeepZg on all the DNNs and
all the inputs, and collected the EVR for each of them.
The statistical result is shown in Table IIb and Table IIc, where
the former shows the comparison result between SURGEON
and DeepZr, and the latter shows the comparison result
between SURGEON and DeepZg . The data in the columns titled
‘↘’ show the number of inputs whose EVR on SURGEON
are smaller than the compared technique, while the other
columns hold the same meaning as before. For all the DNNs
except network 7×100, SURGEON outperforms the compared
refinement techniques in term of the verification precision. In
fact, SURGEON works extremely well for DNNs in small sizes.

5.5 Effectiveness v.s. Other Refinement Techniques (RQ3)

This research question cares about the effectiveness of our
approach. In essence, we should compare the refinement steps
that are taken by different refinement techniques, in order to
achieve the same precision improvement. However, given a
DNN, identifying inputs whose EVR can be improved by all
the refinement techniques is tedious. Thus we evaluate the
effectiveness from a different angle. We fix the maximum
refinement steps, and compare the EVR for different analysis
methods, with respect to all the network and all the inputs. For
example, given a DNN and an input x, assuming we set the
maximum refinement step to be 10, then method A is more
effective than method B if the EVR of x by A is larger than the
EVR by B. In particular, we took 4, 8, 16, 32, as the maximum
refinements for each verification problem, and compared the
EVR of SURGEON with DeepZr and DeepZg .



SURGEON v.s. DeepZ

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
# ↗ # ↗ # ↗ # ↗

N=3 90 35 96 59 99 62 98 47
N=5 87 35 91 66 99 44 100 8
N=7 79 10 99 45 99 17 99 5
N=9 74 19 92 37 99 11 100 2

(a)

SURGEON v.s. DeepZr

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 35 0 58 0 62 0 42 0
N=5 35 0 64 1 40 1 6 0
N=7 10 0 41 1 14 0 1 3
N=9 18 1 36 1 9 2 4 1

(b)

SURGEON v.s. DeepZg

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 34 3 59 1 57 3 41 0
N=5 28 2 64 1 35 1 5 2
N=7 9 3 36 2 8 0 2 7
N=9 15 3 34 3 6 4 3 2

(c)

Table II: Precision comparison between SURGEON with DeepZ, DeepZr and DeepZg .

Max Refinement = 8

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 35 0 58 0 55 0 33 0
N=5 35 0 65 1 32 0 3 0
N=7 9 0 42 0 8 0 2 3
N=9 19 0 35 0 7 1 2 2

Max Refinement = 16

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 36 0 58 0 61 0 36 0
N=5 36 0 66 1 36 1 4 0
N=7 10 0 43 0 12 0 2 4
N=9 18 0 35 0 9 1 2 2

Max Refinement = 32

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 36 0 58 0 62 0 40 0
N=5 35 0 65 1 40 1 4 0
N=7 10 0 44 0 11 0 3 4
N=9 18 1 35 1 8 2 2 2

Table III: Precision comparison between SURGEON with DeepZr, given the maximum number of refinement is fixed.

Max Refinement = 8

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 35 0 57 0 53 0 31 0
N=5 33 0 64 1 30 1 2 1
N=7 9 0 39 0 6 0 0 7
N=9 18 0 32 1 5 3 2 2

Max Refinement = 16

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 35 0 58 0 58 0 34 0
N=5 34 0 65 1 30 1 3 3
N=7 10 1 38 1 7 0 1 7
N=9 17 1 31 1 5 5 2 4

Max Refinement = 32

M=5 M=10 M=50 M=100
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘

N=3 35 0 58 0 57 2 37 0
N=5 33 2 64 1 33 1 3 4
N=7 10 1 36 1 8 0 1 9
N=9 16 1 32 2 4 5 3 5

Table IV: Precision comparison between SURGEON with DeepZg , given the maximum number of refinement is fixed.

The result is showed in Table III and Table IV. It shows that
SURGEON is much more effective than DeepZr in verifying
small DNNs, where M = {5, 10, 50}. When M = 100, they
are still competitive. Such saying holds in comparing SUR-
GEON with DeepZg . However, our approach is less effective
than DeepZg for larger DNNs, i.e. M = 100. We suspect this
is due to the imperfectness of abstraction validation procedure.

5.6 Scalability (RQ4)

Here, we take the data collected for the above questions,
i.e. from Table II to Table V, to study the scalability of our
approach. In particular, we compare the precision improvement
of SURGEON over other approaches among different models.
Usually, SURGEON performs much better than other methods
on small DNN models. With the DNN gets larger, the ex-
perimental result shows the precision gain of SURGEON is
indistinctive. (The number of inputs whose EVR get proved
drops from more than 30 to 1 or 2.)
This is because, abstraction validation and neuron selection is
quite challenging for large DNNs. With more neurons in each
hidden layer, the impact of each neuron to the output layer
might be subtle and dozens of neurons might need to be refined
in order to fix the failure. All these suggest that it is non-
trivial for our approach to scale to large DNNs. Indeed, further
research is demanding in order to get an effective, interpretable
and scalable approach for abstraction refinement.

5.7 Impact of the Remedy on the Analysis Precision (RQ5)
Now we assess whether the remedy improve the refinement,

i.e. whether choosing an earlier abstraction to guide the
refinement could contribute to the precision of the verification.
We configure SURGEON with different β, which measures how
far the chose abstraction is from the identified root cause.
For example, when β = 0, we just choose the identified
root cause abstraction to guide the fixing; and when β = 1,
we choose the abstraction right before the identified root
cause, i.e. ar−1, to guide the fixing. In the following, we
run SURGEON with different β values (i.e. β = {0, 1, 2, 3}),
denoted as β−SURGEON, where β = 0 denotes the baseline,
and compared the number of inputs whose EVRs get improved.

M=5 M=10

β=0 β=1 β=2 β=3 β=0 β=1 β=2 β=3

N=3 35 +1 +1 - 59 +8 +10 -
N=5 35 +4 +10 +12 66 +11 +14 +15
N=7 10 +3 +3 +3 45 +13 +14 +17
N=9 19 +1 +1 +2 37 +10 +17 +20

The results are shown in Table V, where each column under
‘β = {1, 2, 3}’ shows the number of inputs whose EVR get
improved by β−SURGEON, compared with baseline DeepZ,
i.e. the columns under ‘β = 0’. It shows that, as β increases,
β−SURGEON can verify more inputs with higher EVR val-
ues. Given the strength of the current validation technique,
choosing earlier abstraction to guide refinement can indeed



M=50 M=100

β=0 β=1 β=2 β=3 β=0 β=1 β=2 β=3

N=3 62 +10 +22 - 47 +5 +17 -
N=5 44 +3 +11 +25 8 +0 +16 +24
N=7 17 +0 +2 +5 5 +1 +6 +13
N=9 11 +1 +4 +8 2 +0 +2 +2

Table V: Improvement of β−SURGEON over DeepZ.

help improve the refinement precision. In specific, when β is
small, it is very likely for our validation technique to miss
the critical abstraction. Consequently, SURGEON may attempt
to refine the abstract domain based on a late abstraction, and
thus the verification procedure cannot be corrected. However,
through increasing the value of β, we are given more chances
to jump backwards and thus the corresponding refinement are
more likely to resolve the failure. To the extreme case, when
we ignore the critical abstraction and just refine the abstract
domain based on the input feature, the abstract domain can
grow too fine grained, possibly blowing up to a great many of
tiny intervals, or even the whole concrete domain.

6. DISCUSSION

To consummate this work, we sent the early draft of this work
to several researchers for suggestions. We thank their feedback
and we address their concerns in this section.

6.1 Root Causes

The first concern about this work is, why we choose the
abstract transformer right before the first unsafe abstraction
as the root cause transformer. Choosing an earlier transformer
may also fix the failure. In fact, our method can be viewed as
a ‘must analysis’ concerning the verification failure, ensuring
refinements are made strictly when required. In contrast,
adopting a ’may analysis’ could compromise the clarity and
interpretability of our refinement process.”

6.2 Generalization

We take DeepZ as example to illustrate and evaluate our
approach throughout this paper, and do not discuss about much
about the generalization issue. One researcher asks whether
our approach is applicable to other domains.
Our technique trivially works for non-relational domains, such
as interval, and can be extended to support relational domains.
For example, our approach can also work for DeepPoly, as we
can represent DeepPoly elements in generation forms, which
are more complex though. Taking the 2-D space as example,
any convex polygon in the space can be partitioned into trian-
gles, and each triangle can be rewritten using the generation
form. In general, most useful convex abstract elements can
adopt this trick and thus our approach works.
However, adopting it to other domains still require one to
have a good understanding about the abstract domain and
transformers used in the target approach, both are tricky and
error-prone to manipulate. In the future, we plan to develop

automatic techniques to construct these essential elements,
thus facilitating the adoption of our approach.

6.3 Scalability

One major limitation of our approach is its constrained scala-
bility. This challenge primarily emanates from the abstraction
validation technique. While it might be challenging to fully ad-
dress this issue, several strategies can be explored to alleviate
its impact. For example, we may employ multiple threading
techniques or even leverage GPU hardware. Another possible
way is to reuse some validation results. For example, if we
have validated a1, then when we validate a2, we can skip the
state that can be reached from a1.

7. RELATED WORK

In this section, we survey the most related research.

7.1 DNN Verification

Existing DNN verification approaches can be grouped into two
categories: exact methods and approximation methods. Exact
methods consider the precise semantics of DNNs. For instance,
[15] adopts mixed integer linear programming (MILP) to
tackle the verification problem, while [13], [14] tackle the
problem through SMT solving. These methods are sound and
complete, but usually are costly and limited in scalability.
In comparison, approximation methods choose to sacrifice
precision for efficiency and scalability. For instance, [35], [36]
adopt linear approximation, whereas the approaches in [16],
[17], [18] leverage numerical abstract domains to reason about
DNNs. Through proper over-approximation, these methods
usually could handle larger networks than exact methods.

7.2 Abstraction Refinement for DNN Verification

A variety of research has proposed abstraction refinement tech-
niques for neural network verification. Among them, several
works split abstraction through manual crafted strategies, such
as ReluVal [20], which bisects the input space with the guid-
ance of symbolic interval gradients, and Neurify [21], which
further extends the work by refining on external neurons. Later,
these strategies can be gained through a data-driven learning.
[22] leverages Bayesian optimization to train the domain strat-
egy and split strategy and then apply them to facilitate DNN
verification. [23] adopts the GNN (Graph Neural Network)
to learn more sophisticated refinement strategies. Our work
belongs to this line of research, but it is of debugging nature,
which is more interpretable and effective.

7.3 Counterexample Guided Abstraction Refinement

CEGAR [37] is a generic technique that iteratively constructs
and refines abstraction until a proper precision is reached. In
the last twenty years, CEGAR has been applied to verify a
variety of software systems [38], [39], [40], [41], [42] and
hardware systems [37], [43]. Here we briefly reviews CEGAR
research in program verification.
In program verification, a line of research such as [44], [45],
[37], [46], [47], [48], [49] have explored to adopt CEGAR to
facilitate verification, where the core problems are to decide



when and how to apply the refinement. In general, our work
is closely related to CEGAR-based approaches, as the whole
refinement procedure is driven by counterexamples. However,
they are also very different. In addition to the different
application domains, the primary usage of the counterexample
in our approach is to locate the root cause site of the failure
and the refinement is based on the identified root cause site.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we leverage the ‘interpretable’ nature of debug-
ging processes and propose SURGEON, an effective and in-
terpretable debugging approach for refining DNN verification.
We have implemented a prototype and evaluated our approach
on a set of local robustness analysis problem. The results show
SURGEON not only can improve the analysis precision and is
more effective than existing refinement techniques.
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